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Abstract

Naija is the Nigerian-Pidgin spoken by approx.
120M speakers in Nigeria and it is a mixed
language (e.g., English, Portuguese and Indige-
nous languages). Although it has mainly been
a spoken language until recently, there are cur-
rently two written genres (BBC and Wikipedia)
in Naija. Through statistical analyses and Ma-
chine Translation experiments, we prove that
these two genres do not represent each other
(i.e., there are linguistic differences in word or-
der and vocabulary) and Generative AI operates
only based on Naija written in the BBC genre.
In other words, Naija written in Wikipedia
genre is not represented in Generative AI.

1 Introduction

Nigeria is a multilingual country in the western
part of the African continent hosting over 500
different languages spoken by approx. 220 mil-
lion people (Eberhard et al., 2019). English is
the official language and acquired mostly through
formal education (Agbo and Plag, 2020). Nige-
rian Pidgin (Naija) is a mix of different languages
(e.g., English, Portuguese, Indigenous languages)
and it is widely spoken (approx. 120M speak-
ers) as a first and second language (Adelani, 2022)
around the Southern part of Nigeria (e.g., Lagos
and Niger-Delta) with origins going back to the
English-Creole Atlantic Krio language family. It
is also adopted as the unifying and unofficial lan-
guage for communication across ethnically diverse
groups. However, there is no standardized orthog-
raphy especially with word order and vocabulary
difference with English leading to disparity in word
spellings (Marchal et al., 2021; Akande and Salami,
2021; Lin et al., 2024).

Despite the large number of speakers, Naija has
remained a spoken language until 2017 when the

*Equal contribution

British Broadcasting Company (BBC) launched a
news website in written Naija targeting audiences
from West Africa. 1 Since 2022, Naija is also ac-
cepted as one of the languages on Wikipedia 2.
Although both BBC and Wikipedia include Naija
as one of their languages, there are linguistic and
social differences between the two written genres.
For example, Naija BBC genre resembles English
in terms of word order and vocabulary (see example
(1)) with a simplified grammar (i.e., lacking auxil-
iary "were"). However, Naija Wikipedia genre is
different than English in terms of word order and
vocabulary choice (e.g., ”moto” instead of a "car"
and ”wund" instead of ”injured" or ”wounded").

Example (1)

BBC Genre: Two pesin in di car dey injured.

Wikipedia Genre: Na wund di two pesin get
for di moto.

English Translation: Two persons in the car
were injured.

From the sociolinguistic perspective, Naija BBC
genre is favored mostly by educated Nigerians
whereas Wikipedia genre is closer to spoken Naija
in everyday life and it is more accessible for larger
groups regardless of their background (e.g., educa-
tional status) (Akande and Salami, 2012). So far,
Naija BBC genre has also more data available on
the Internet.

It is well-known that there is a need for more re-
search for multilingual and low resource languages
(Doğruöz and Sitaram, 2022; Doğruöz et al., 2021)
in Generative AI systems. This need is even en-
hanced for pidgin and creole languages due to their

1https://www.bbc.com/news/
world-africa-40975399

2https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Requests_for_
new_languages/Wikipedia_Nigerian_Pidgin
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high numbers of speakers but lack of data (Lent
et al., 2022, 2023). However, it is equally important
that the different genres of the same pidgin and cre-
ole languages are also represented in these systems
to be inclusive and accessible for all speakers/users
with diverse backgrounds (e.g., educated vs. less
educated).

In our paper, we address these issues with the
following contributions. We introduce WARRI 3

as a new MT evaluation data set including the two
genres (BBC and Wikipedia) of Naija as a multi-
lingual and low resource language. 4 Our paper
is the first to systematically analyze the similari-
ties and differences between the two written genres
of Naija and find that they do not represent each
other. Through a Machine Translation experiment,
we find that Generative AI models (e.g., GPT-4-
TURBO and LLAMA 2 13B (Touvron et al., 2023))
are biased towards the BBC genre (favored by more
educated groups in Nigeria). Hence, these systems
do not represent the Wikipedia genre and its speak-
ers (without education barriers).

2 Related Work and Links with Our
Study

Available research on representativeness originates
from corpus linguistics where it is important to
include samples from different textual sources to
have a balanced and representative (smaller) cor-
pus reflecting the variation in the (larger) corpora
(Biber, 1993). Similarly, Crowdy (1993) states the
significance of representative sampling corpora to
minimize bias and maximize the credibility and
consistency of the linguistic analyses. Therefore,
representative sampling encompasses a broad spec-
trum of language usage across various contexts,
genres, and demographic factors.

Generative AI systems depend on the availability
of large data sets on the Internet. However, this as-
sumption does not consider the representativeness
of the variation in the available data sets which
is especially difficult for multilingual and low re-
source languages (Doğruöz et al., 2023). While
developing language technologies for multilingual
and low resource languages, it is crucially impor-
tant to be aware of the linguistic variation (e.g.,
across genres) in these languages and aim for rep-
resenting the variation in a balanced way to prevent

3Warri is the name of a city in the South-South region of
Nigeria popular for the use of Nigerian-Pidgin language.

4We will release the dataset in CC-BY-4.0 license.

Dataset Genre TRAIN DEV TEST

MAFAND - 4,790 1,484 1, 564

WARRI (single-way) BBC 5 - 500
WARRI (multi-way) BBC & Wiki 5 - 500

Table 1: WARRI and MAFAND dataset: WARRI is
only used for evaluation in zero or few-shot (e.g. 5)
setting. WARRI (multi-way) have the same sentences in
both BBC and Wiki genre unlike WARRI (single-way).

potential bias.
To investigate bias (e.g., favoring one genre over

the other one in Naija), the first step is to estab-
lish to what extent these data sets (i.e., BBC and
Wikipedia genres of Naija in our case) represent
each other through establishing the linguistic simi-
larities and differences between them. If there are
many differences, these data sets will not be rep-
resentative of each other. Hence, they should be
integrated into the systems separately to represent
the variation in a balanced way.

3 WARRI MT benchmark dataset for
Naija Genres

To establish the WARRI data set, we used the
Naija data in BBC genre from the MasakhaNER
dataset (Adelani et al., 2021b) and downloaded
Wikipedia articles in Naija from the HuggingFace
dataset hub.5 After the data collection, we cre-
ated the parallel data set in English by recruiting
two bilingual (i.e., in Naija and English) speakers.
They translated about 505 sentences from the BBC
news data and Wikipedia articles (both in Naija)
into English. In this way, we maintained a high-
quality dataset for the two genres (i.e., BBC and
Wikipedia) in Naija, prevented the translators from
mixing the features of the two different genres into
one and we obtained two test sets for each genre.
However, this also introduced a new obstacle (i.e.,
comparison of two test sets from slightly different
domains (news vs. Wikipedia).

To handle the domain related obstacle, we
created a multi-way parallel dataset for Naija
Wikipedia genre. First, we asked a bilingual
speaker to translate the Naija (Wikipedia genre)
sentences into English. Then, we asked a profes-
sional translator (a different person), to translate
the English sentences into Naija BBC genre.

Table 1 provides the details of our new WARRI

dataset, containing a single-way parallel sen-

5https://huggingface.co/datasets/wikimedia/
wikipedia

https://huggingface.co/datasets/wikimedia/wikipedia
https://huggingface.co/datasets/wikimedia/wikipedia


single-way multi-way
Metric BBC genre BBC genre Wikipedia

Jaccard Similarity ([0,1] range)
Unigram 0.712 0.802 0.517
Bigram 0.289 0.371 0.167
Trigram 0.151 0.207 0.084

Levenshtein distance 26.6 21.6 53.6

Table 2: Lexical overlap and Levenshtein distance on
WARRI benchmark. Lexical overlap is measured by
Jaccard similarity between English and Naija BBC and
Wikipedia genres.

tences translated by two native speakers from Naija
BBC genre to English, and the multi-way parallel
sentences where the English sentences are trans-
lated into Naija BBC and Wikipedia genres sepa-
rately. Our test set composed of 500 sentences and
the remaining five sentences were for few-shot/in-
context learning for LLMs.

Other datasets in Naija There are also other
parallel datasets available in Naija (e.g., Bible (Ak-
erman et al., 2023), JW300 (Agić and Vulić, 2019),
MAFAND (Adelani et al., 2022), UD-Pidgin6).
The first two data sets are in religious domain and
the last one is based on a spoken conversation and
contains only short sentences. To disentangle the
genre effect from the domain effects (since domain
transfer can lead to huge drop in performance (Ade-
lani et al., 2021a; Lee et al., 2022)), we did not
consider the conversational and religious parallel
data sets for this study. The only training data we
considered is MAFAND which is a parallel cor-
pus based on news domain covering about 4,790
high-quality parallel training sentences in Naija.

4 Experimental setup

We conduct two types of experiments: (1) Statisti-
cal analysis of the texts obtained from two written
genres in Naija (i.e., BBC and Wikipedia) to find
out whether they represent each other. (2) Evalua-
tion of WARRI MT benchmark dataset trained on
MAFAND or prompting an LLM to find out which
Naija genre is represented in Generative AI.

Statistical analysis of the texts First, we com-
pute lexical similarity between the English portion
of WARRI dataset and Naija by measuring Jaccard
similarity (in percentage) for each corpus unigram,
bigram, and trigram tokens. Secondly, we com-
pute the Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1965)

6https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/UD_
Naija-NSC

which is an edit distance between WARRI (multi-
way) English test sentences and their translations
in either BBC genre or Wikipedia genre.

Evaluation of WARRI MT benchmark dataset
Following Adelani et al. (2022), we leveraged a
pre-trained model to train an MT model by fine-
tuning M2M-100 (418M) on a few thousand sen-
tences (i.e. 4,790 sentences of MAFAND training
set), and evaluated on WARRI test sets. Further-
more, we prompted GPT-4-TURBO 7 and LLAMA

2 13B (Touvron et al., 2023) to generate transla-
tions in either Naija or English in both zero-shot or
few-shots settings (with one or five examples). A
sample prompt is provided in Appendix A.

5 Experimental Results

5.1 Statistical analysis results
In Table 2, by computing a lexical similarity be-
tween the n-gram tokens of each genre, we show
that Naija Wikipedia genre consistently has a lower
Jaccard similarity score with its parallel English
corpus for all n-grams. For example, the uni-
gram similarity score for Naija BBC genre was
around 0.712−0.802 while Naija Wikipedia genre
only achieved 0.517. Furthermore, Levenshtein
distance provides an additional evidence of a clear
difference between Naija BBC and Wikipedia gen-
res. We find that it takes more than twice edit-
distance to transform the English sentences to Naija
Wikipedia genre than to Naija BBC genre. Naija
Wikipedia genre requires more edits in characters,
which shows that it is farther from English com-
pared to the BBC genre. In other words, these two
genres are quite different than each other linguisti-
cally and they do not represent each other.

5.2 WARRI MT Benchmark Results
While statistical analysis are useful, evaluation on a
practical NLP task (e.g., MT) shows the benefit of
having a MT system that supports different genres
which are accessible for different communities of
Naija speakers.

MAFAND MT model and LLMs represent BBC
genre more Table 3 shows the result of evalua-
tion of the WARRI MT results. In the direction of
pcm→en,8 adapting MAFAND MT model to BBC
genre gave an impressive result in both single-way
(76.7 ChrF++) and multi-way parallel (83 ChrF++)

7GPT-4-TURBO pre-training data is up to December 2023.
8pcm is the ISO 639-3 code for Naija

https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/UD_Naija-NSC
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Single-way (news) Multi-way parallel (Wiki)
BBC genre BBC genre Wikipedia genre

Evaluation Task BLEU ChrF++ BLEU ChrF++ BLEU ChrF++

pcm → en
0-shot: MAFAND → WARRI 57.9 76.7 68.7 83.4 35.0 59.1
0-shot: GPT-4-TURBO 52.4 75.7 65.8 84.6 43.0 70.5
0-shot: LLAMA 2 13B 43.1 70.6 44.1 73.1 29.5 58.5

en → pcm
0-shot: MAFAND → WARRI 55.0 75.5 61.0 79.5 26.5 51.8

0-shot: GPT-4-TURBO 45.2 69.2 39.5 68.6 26.4 54.4
1-shot: GPT-4-TURBO 50.2 72.9 51.3 76.0 28.9 56.7
5-shot: GPT-4-TURBO 54.1 75.5 56.1 77.7 29.2 57.1

0-shot: LLAMA 2 13B 31.6 62.4 33.9 65.7 19.2 48.5
1-shot: LLAMA 2 13B 36.4 66.8 37.2 68.5 15.2 46.3
5-shot: LLAMA 2 13B 36.2 64.5 42.8 69.3 18.4 44.7

Table 3: Evaluation on WARRI dataset: single-way and multi-way parallel (same sentences translated to
both genres) test sets: We compared the performance of MT to different genres using GPT-4-Turbo and adapted
M2M-100 (418M) from MAFAND training set.

Method Translation

English The name "ABIA" comes from the first letter of the four highly populated places in the state.
Reference (Wikipedia) Di fest leta for di four ples for di Stet wey pipul plenti pass mek-up di nem ABIA dey bi
Reference (BBC) Di name "ABIA" be from di first letter of di four highy populated place dem for di state.

Wikipedia genre
0-shot: GPT-4-TURBO Di name "ABIA" na from di first letter of di four places wey get plenty people for di state.
1-shot: GPT-4-TURBO Di name "ABIA" na from di first leta of di four plenti pipul dey areas for di state.
5-shot: GPT-4-TURBO Di name "ABIA" na from di first leta of di four places wey get plenti pipul for di state.

BBC genre
0-shot: GPT-4-TURBO Di name "ABIA" na from di first letter of di four places wey people full well well for di state.
1-shot: GPT-4-TURBO Di name "ABIA" na from di first letter of di four places wey get plenty people for di state.
5-shot: GPT-4-TURBO Di name "ABIA" come from di first letter of di four places wey people plenty well well for di state.

Table 4: Qualitative analysis on Predicted translations on WARRI dataset: multi-way parallel output

scenarios, however the performance on Wikipedia
genre is much worse (−24.3 drop in ChrF++). This
shows that the fine-tuning corpus most likely rep-
resents the Naija BBC genre. Similar observation
was found in GPT-4-TURBO and LLAMA 2 13B
evaluation, although the performance of the latter
was worse especially on the Naija Wikipedia genre.
Similarly, for the en→pcm, in zero-shot setting,
MAFAND MT model gave the best performance
over GPT-4-TURBO and LLAMA 2 13B on the
BBC genre, but competitive performance on the
Wikipedia genre (51.8 ChrF++) compared to GPT-
4-TURBO (54.4 ChrF++).

Can we teach LLMs different genres with only a
few examples? Our result (Table 4) of prompting
both GPT-4-TURBO and LLAMA 2 13B shows
that providing one or five examples is effective in
providing more boost in performance for generat-
ing Naija sentences. For GPT-4-TURBO, the per-
formance improved over zero-shot result by +7.4
ChrF++ with the LLM is prompted with one exam-
ple translation of the BBC genre, and +8.4 ChrF++
when prompted with five examples, on the multi-
way test set. However, the boost in performance is

very small when Naija Wikipedia genre examples
are provided. The boost is only +2.3 and +2.7
when one example and five examples are provided
during the prompting of GPT-4-TURBO. This
clearly shows that GPT-4-TURBO is more biased
toward the Naija BBC genre than Naija Wikipedia
genre, and it is difficult to teach LLM with few
examples. We provide qualitative examples in Ta-
ble 4, where we show that with one or five exam-
ples, the GPT-4 LLM slightly changes its writing
style to be more similar to Naija Wikipedia genre
but this change leads to loss of meaning as well.
For example, ”four plenti pipul dey areas" ("four
plenty people are in the areas of the state" instead
of "four highly populated places" lost the meaning
but the Wikipedia genre is preserved.

6 Conclusion

Between 2017-2022, Naija was written only in the
BBC genre which is closer to English and mainly
used among educated populations in Nigeria. After
2022, a Wikipedia genre which is closer to the spo-
ken Naija and used by a diversity of speakers was
also available. In our short paper, we prove that 1)
two genres of Naija (BBC, Wikipedia) do not rep-



resent each other (i.e., they are very different from
each other linguistically) and 2) current Generative
AI models are built upon BBC genre. The second
finding is probably due to more availability of data
on the Internet for Naija BBC genre. However,
availability of data in a certain genre (i.e., Naija
BBC genre) could lead to bias towards favoring lan-
guage preferences of certain speakers/users instead
of being more inclusive toward the users/speakers
of other genres (e.g., Naija Wikipedia genre).

7 Limitation

There are few limitations of our work (1) Our eval-
uation dataset is small, although we argue that
500 may be good enough as a test set for MT,
however, we only have maximum of 5 sentences
we could use for few-shot learning or in-context
learning. Moreover, with additional sentences (e.g.
2.5K-5K parallel sentences as recommended in
(Adelani et al., 2022)), we may be able to adapt
M2M-100 model to produce better generation of
the Wikipedia genre. (2) Our analysis is limited to
one task which is machine translation, we hope to
extend this analysis to other tasks in the future. (3)
our analysis only cover Naija spoken in Nigeria,
we hope to extend our analysis to other English-
based creole in West Africa like Ghananian Pidgin,
Cameronian Pidgin, and Krio in the future.
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A Prompt Template

B MAFAND training

We fine-tune MAFAND dataset on M2M-100
(418M) using the same hyparameters stated in Ade-
lani et al. (2022) i.e. number of training epochs of
10, batch size of 32, source and target maximum
sequence length of 200, and beam size of 10.

C Licence of WARRI

We plan to release it publicly under the CC-4.0-NC
due to BBC portion of the dataset that cannot be
for commercial use. However, WARRI (multi-way)
has a licence of CC-4.0 international.

D LLAMA 2 13B qualitative results

We added the LLAMA 2 13B results to the first
example in Table 4 in the paper. LLAMA 2 13B
struggles to generate translation in similar style as
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Method Translation

Example 1
English The name "ABIA" comes from the first letter of the four highly populated places in the state.
Reference (Wikipedia) Di fest leta for di four ples for di Stet wey pipul plenti pass mek-up di nem ABIA dey bi
Reference (BBC) Di name "ABIA" be from di first letter of di four highy populated place dem for di state.

Wikipedia genre
0-shot: GPT-4-TURBO Di name "ABIA" na from di first letter of di four places wey get plenty people for di state.
1-shot: GPT-4-TURBO Di name "ABIA" na from di first leta of di four plenti pipul dey areas for di state.
5-shot: GPT-4-TURBO Di name "ABIA" na from di first leta of di four places wey get plenti pipul for di state.

0-shot: LLAMA 2 13B Name ’ABIA’ dey come from first letter of four highly populated place for state.
1-shot: LLAMA 2 13B The name ’ABIA’ dey come from the first letter of the four highy populated places for the state.
5-shot: LLAMA 2 13B The name "ABIA" come from di first letter of di four highly populate place for di state.

BBC genre
0-shot: GPT-4-TURBO Di name "ABIA" na from di first letter of di four places wey people full well well for di state.
1-shot: GPT-4-TURBO Di name "ABIA" na from di first letter of di four places wey get plenty people for di state.
5-shot: GPT-4-TURBO Di name "ABIA" come from di first letter of di four places wey people plenty well well for di state.

0-shot: LLAMA 2 13B ABIA get am name pass ABC, na im first letter be four high populated place for the state.
1-shot: LLAMA 2 13B ABIA de name come from the first letter of four highy populated places for the state.
5-shot: LLAMA 2 13B ABIA dey come from di firs letter of di four highy populate place for di state.

Table 5: Qualitative analysis on Predicted translations on WARRI dataset: multi-way parallel output

the Wikipedia genre, it only introduce the articles
“dey” and “di”. Prompting with zero or one ex-
ample is mostly in English, while prompting with
five examples gave us a sentence that is similar
to the BBC genre despite prompting it to produce
Wikipedia genre output. This highlights the bias
of LLAMA 2 13B to the BBC genre. Morever,
prompting with the BBC genre seem to work bet-
ter, but the meaning of the sentence is often af-
fected, and sometimes spelling issues like “firs"
and “highly populate”—which is unnatural to the
way a native speaker would speak.



Prompt

Task Description You are a helpful assistant who is an expert in translating English sentences to Nigerian Pidgin
using two genres: BBC genre and Wikipedia genre, I would provide you with one example of
the different genres, your task is to follow the style of the writing of the specified genre when
translating the sentences.

Example Example 1:
English: Innocent Ujah Idibia was born on 18 September 1975, that is well known as 2baba, a
Nigerian singer, songwriter, producer, philantropist.
BBC Genre: Innocent Ujah Idibia wey dem born for 18 September 1975, wey dem know as
2baba, be a Nigerian singer, songwriter, producer, philantropist.
Wikipedia Genre: Innocent Ujah Idibia (dem bon am for 18 September 1975), wey pipul no
wel wel as 2baba, na Naija singa, songraita an podusa an im sabi dash pipul moni an gift wel
wel.

Example Example 2:
English: He was born in Jos, Nigeria
BBC Genre: Dem born am for Jos, Nigeria
Wikipedia Genre: Dem bon am for Jos for inside Naija.

Example Example 3:
English: He is from the Idoma ethnic group
BBC Genre: Im be from di Idoma ethnic group
Wikipedia Genre: Im na Idoma pesin.

Example Example 4:
English: Idoma is in the southern part of Nigeria
BBC Genre: Na southern part of Nigeria Idoma dey
Wikipedia Genre: Idoma dey for di south side for Naija.

Example Example 5:
English: Before July 2014, he used 2face Idibia as his stage name
BBC Genre: Before July 2014, i dey use 2face Idibia as im stage name
Wikipedia Genre: Bifor July 2014 na 2face Idibia bi di nem wey im dey yuz for stej.

Prompt ’Translate this sentence to Nigerian Pidgin using the Wikipedia genre’

Input Alexander Abolore Adegbola Akande was born on 17 January 1980, well known as 9ice, a
Nigerian singer, dancer, and songwriter.

Output: Alexander Abolore Adegbola Akande (dem bon am for 17 January 1980), wey pipul sabi well
well as 9ice, na Naija singa, dansa, an songraita.

Table 6: Prompt template used for MT. An example prediction by GPT-4-TURBO
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